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  vanGO

   Brand: Smartjac Industries Inc
Product Code: SMAH100142

Short Description
Cards for creating One-2-One™ personalized images for greater visual security and
protection against counterfeiting.

Description
Personalized One-2-One™ visual security
Create unique, secure, counterfeit-resistant cards.

Overview
Overview 
vanGO® cards can be used to create One-2-One™ personalized images for greater
protection against counterfeiting IDs.
The vanGO® and vanGO® custom cards can be used to create personalized One-2-One™
visual security features that are hot-stamped on to cards, adding an additional layer of
protection against counterfeiting -- quickly and affordably.

With vanGO, you can be assured that you will have:

Flexibility of choice. vanGO is available in an off-the-shelf card format in an
exceptionally cost effective, single configuration. It is also available as a vanGO Custom
format for a solution that can be tailored to specific applications and security needs.



Greater protection against counterfeiting. The vanGO One-2-One visual security features
enable you to create a custom solution with premiere, best-in-class counterfeit resistance.
Additional custom features can be added to your vanGO card for even higher greater
security, including:

Security Printing (Rainbow, UV, IR, Microtext)
Specialty Inks (fluorescent, metallic, pearlescent, thermo reactive)
UV Fibers
Contact or contactless technology
More durability. vanGO and vanGO Custom are manufactured with long-lasting
PVC/PET composite card construction, providing an estimated use life of 5 years.

Specifications
Specifications

vanGO® cards can be used to create One-2-One™ personalized images for greater
protection against counterfeiting IDs.

Dimensions:

2.125" x 3.375" x 0.030" (5.40 cm x 8.57cm x 0.076 cm)

Card Construction:

Composite Polyester and PVC construction provides longer life
Available Options with vanGO Custom:

High-coercivity (2750 Oe) magnetic stripe
Embossed high resolution hologram image on vanGO Foil
Pre-printed card backgrounds
Embedded card security features
Signature panels
Embedded technology
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